
18k Vermeil Gold
We exclusively use 18 karat gold for its quality and richness of color. The base alloy  

is our certified 100% USA recycled sterling silver. We use advanced testing 
technologies to ensure metal purity in our jewelry, openly sharing the results.

Learn more about our products and process 
nugentjewelry.com/learning-center

•  18k gold vermeil coating over our certified  
100% USA recycled 92.5+ sterling silver base

•  Our vermeil exceeds legal and certified standard 
of gold thickness

• Low copper, high zinc, cadmium & nickel-free

•  Eco-friendly anti-tarnish dip coating protects 
from oxidation and discoloration

• Skin-friendly and hypoallergenic

Vermeil is a type of gold which is legally regulated and certified.  
It’s made by coating a sterling silver base with a layer of gold that’s  
at least 2.5 microns thick. We do not use gold plating which is a  
very thin layer which can easily wear off, tarnish, and chip quickly. 
With proper care, our vermeil gold jewelry will last for many years. 

We only use 18 karat gold for its quality, price point, and luster, and 
the sterling silver base is our certified 100% USA recycled, meaning 
there is very little copper touching your skin, making our gold 
vermeil pieces skin-friendly and hypoallergenic. 



Authentic products, real relationships, shared success
603-237-2247   |   nugentjewelry.com   |   hello@nugentjewelry.com

Call or email your account executive to set 
up an in-person appointment, or to schedule 
a Nugent LIVE show.

Questions? Our awesome customer care team 
is just a call or click away! 

Our Results Are Your Results  
We use the latest testing technologies to guarantee  
the thickness and purity of 18k vermeil gold in our pieces, 
and openly share the results 

We use the Fisher XRF machine for metal and micron 
testing, which captures precise purity measurements and 
can determine the most subtle differences in gold alloy.

The certified standard for vermeil gold  
is 2.5 microns thick. Our test results exceed  
the standard at 2.669 microns, and show  
almost 74% for gold purity. 

 

Au [%]
Gold
73.97

Thickness
2.669 µm 
(microns)

We’re so confident and stand by our 
product that we laser etch our logo into 
the inside band of our rings and the 
backside bale of pendants.  

Scan to learn more


